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HiMAT 
Flight Summary 
Flight _H=]_-.:;....9--=1-,-7 ____ _ Date 12-22-81 
OBJECI'IVES 
The prlmBry obJectlve of thlS fllght was fllght verlflcatlon of a new prlmarY 
fllght control system, deslgned to control the unstable H~T alrcraft. other 
obJectlves lncluded the lnltlal fllght demonstratl0.n of a Maneuver AutOPllot 
(M.A.P.) In the level Crulse mode Ch~d the gatherlng of a l1mlted amount of 
alrspeed callbratlon data. 
TEST CCNDITICNS 
MAGl AL1TI'UDE M.l\NEUVER a:MPT...£I'ED 
.70 40K Maneuver AutOPllot Crulse POlnt YES 
. 70 > .93 40K Fllght Control System Pulses YES 
.90 ->- .70 40K Wlnd Up Turn at 1. 5G YES 
.50 2SK lVlaneuver Auto Pllot Crulse POlnt YES 
.50 > .935 25K Fllght Cent.Lol System Pulses YES 
.935 25K Serles of Flutter Pulses YES 
.885 25K 8g Wlnd up Turn YES 
.90 -+ .50 2SK A/s Cal L'eceleratlon under H.A.P. Control YES 
.68 15K lVlaneuver Auto Pllot Crulse POlnt YES 
.68 -+ .40 15K FIlght Control System Pulses YES 
RESULTS 
1. The laungh was successfully completed Wlth the alrcraft stablllzlng 
out at 5 nose down. 
2. The maneuver autopllot worked well Wlth same rrunor longltudlnal 
03clliatlons at .9/2SK and .5/15K. 
3. The handllng qualltles of the alrcraft up and away were Sllghtly 
tetter than expected as the new fllght control system appeared to 
work very well. 
4. A smooth approach to Runway 15 was accampllshed, dlsplte a dlrect 
crossWlnd of 7 to 12 kno~~. 
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Flight Summary Flight Hl-9-17 
FLIGHT OPERATION 
HiMAT PILOT ISHMAF.I, B·52 TAKEOFF TIME 0246 
HiMAT FTE COOPER 
HiMAT LAUNCH TIME 0818 
NASA 1 M::1ruRTRY LAUNCH AL TITUDE (FT) 45,000 
LAUNCH WEIGHT (LBS) 3450 
NASA 008 FUL'IDN LAUNCH c.g.(IN. IO/oc) 133.68/-1.11 
MAl ,I ,ICK 
OBRIEN MACHmax 0.940 
NASA 824 Rr\lR\lOIDSON,LYan:.iG Vmax (KCAS) 410. 
ALTITUDEmax (FT) 4 5,000 
CHASE DANAIRYAN (EHaIDl qmax ,Sf) 505. 
LOAD ACTORMAX (g) 7 • 5 
LANDING RUNWAY 15 
LANDING TIME OS·53 
LANDING WEIGHT (LBS) 2~14 
SLIDE OUT DISTANCE (FT)~~0 
AMB TEMP (oF) 50 LANDING CROSSWINDS (KNTS) 2 
AMB PRES (IN H~) 27.69 
WINDVEL(KNTS _ 7 
WIND DIR (DEG) 210 
FLIGHT TIME 00:3(, HRS 
FLIGHT ALOFT TIME I:Ob HRS 
TOTALAN 1 FLTTIME 4:42 HRS 
TOTALAN 1 ALOFT TIME ..ll!5~HRS 
PALLET SIN 002 
COMPUTER SIN 002 
HiMAT CONFIGURATION GROUND BASE 
SOFTWARE RELEASE 
VEHICLE AN 1 NASA 870 V73A HMI' 1911 
V73B HMI' Ell 
V77 Hj 
ENGINE (J85.GE.21A~N 657 ON BOARD SOFTWARE RELEASE 
LEADING EDGES euver PRIMARY HPR 24 
INTERNAL BALLAST 38.2 MUl1d~ I BACKUP HBJ 24 
1·2 
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Project Management Report 
Flight HI 9-17 Decerrhe~ 22, 1981 
Thl.s was tl!e f:.rs~ fl:.ght of -..... efficl,;; #1 =J.n~e Decerr.be=, 1']80. It -.. as Ci.lso 
tOC f~;:st .cl~;ht ".ath the relax.:d s-:at:.c stab~~t.y (~~ co~trcl systen and 
art c.g. lOCC1t~....n. The exc:pt.!.oncl Si,OOtimesS and 100~ Clc~l~;;hnent .-.f 
~!e f:J.g!~t plan darcns~~ed ::anpletej1css vf p~~a~or. am mgh profcssi.omll;;;m 
of th:: pr:::Je::t team. 'I'h:: co:::tr~l po.!lscs a't va=~0'..:s M::ch, altit~e ~on~ti.OIl!: 
to val~da~e S~iSt'~ ~erfor:nan~e w-....re ::xt=encly close tv tho: pr:::dl.cted re:::po.-.se:::. 
'TI:ese re-~ts lUld ~ gr-~t deal of xnf~dence thClt t,.'-,e ~s fl~ght contL.ol Jev.;lof--
m::mt :&.s n:::w c:mplete an:: rEDly' 'to S'~rt fl~~ht:; Wl.~ n~t~ve RSS. 
The n::xt fl~,;ht ~s p!.anr.ed for ~~d Janua...-y ~th ":b: ~.g. loca.tod abou't _5°~c. All 
nose ballast Wl.ll be raroved and approxmately 50lh; of ballast installed in the 
forward SecttOll o[ th:: eIlyJ.Ile ta.il cone. F~ghL 11 vbJCC't:&.ves are to ver:&.fy Lhe 
~ fl~ght control opaahor. and pei~0J..1IB.I.-.ce :&.n e-~ rrost aft c..:.g locc.tl.~. A 
second fl.1.ghL in January will ti~ i.e cund..d:..:.-d to detJX'U:,trc::lte i...he 5ustaLied 
Lral..lsa.-!~c fuaneuver perfurnbIlCt:: usmg "roda.r.q hors!;" Il\::1Ileu.Vel.. 
Paul c. Wschke 








Flameout flashing with normal engine operation. 
Status: Open, noise on the rpm signal appears to be causing 
the false indication. AV-l will continue to fly 
with this problem until a new on board release is 
installed. 
Loss of sync on aBC downlink. 
Status: Open, cause is still unknown. This problem does not 
occur frequently, therefore troubleshooting will be 
postponed. 
Battery voltage sagged below 24 volts. 
Status: Hold-T, New flight batteries will be installed for 




Flight ~ 1 - "J -, 7 
PILOT 
The launch tranSlents were insignificant. At 40,000 feet, the vehicle was 
easier to control than the simulator. The maneuver auto-pilot held 
altltude wlth fewer osclllations than expected. Engine response was slow 
but adequate for the one hundredth Mach lncreases required by the flight 
card. Longitudinal control for the 1-1/2 G windup turn (WUT) to a 
llmiter was preClse wlth little tendency to overshoot as long as trim was 
used to blas stlck forces. 
Descent to 25,000 feet was rapldly accompllshed with very little airspeed 
overshoot. The ground cockpit appeared to suffer from numerous telemetry 
drop outs. 
All maneuvers at 25,000 feet were satisfactory except for the 8 G WUT. The 
afterburner was slow and unpredlctable to light and I could not monitor load 
factor Mach and altltude sufflclently to obtain the point. 
The approach and landlng were satisfactory. Gear extentlon transients were 
less than the other fllght control system. Longltudinal axis control is 
less sensitive to small lnputs. The vehlcle appears to be less PIO prone 
ln both axes. The cross wlnd deflnitely affects vehicle bank excursions 
of about 100-150 . I strongly recommend no more than the current cross wlnd 
llmlt. The vehlcle lS very predictable and posltive longitudinally during 
the fl are. 
l -/' /lJ - / \1 / / ~ (~ (.~" - £. I·. -~ ~ ~hen D.- )'St1mael r 
Aerospace Research Pllot 
N-I 
Pilot/FTE Comments Flight HI-9-l7 
( 
FIE 
The ground portlon of the check llst went very well. Only one ananaly was 
noted, and that belng the flameout and abort llght were constantly bllnklng. 
ThlS hONever, was deened not a problan due to the fact that all the englne 
parameters were at namlnal values. The declslon was made to contlnue the 
nuSSlon, wlth a very strong anphaS1S placed an the master cautlon/warnlng 
panel so as to plckup any problans WhlCh nught develop Wlth the englne. 
The wlnd was of constant concern. On B-52 taxl, the ground Wlnds were belng 
called at 7 knots, gustlng to 11 knots on a rurect crosSWlnd to the only 
avallable runway, 15. They renalned at thlS level throughout the nusslon. 
The launch was very much llke the SllTIulatlan predlctlon, Wl th the alrcraft 
o 0 flnal attltude belng 5 nose dONn at 7 angle of attack. 
The Maneuver AutOPllot (M.A.P) held altltude extranely well wlth a varlatlon 
belng on the order of one count of data. Thls lncluded data obtalned duru19 
a deceleratlon at 25, 000 feet fran .9 Mach number to .5 Mach m~r. The one 
problan wmch we had Wl th 1 t was a longl tuhnal osclilatlon of - 19 at . 5 Mach 
and 15, 000 feet. ThlS also occured at 25, 000 feet and Mach mnrbers between 
. 70 and .90. ThlS was easlly corrected by lncreaslng the longltudlnal feed-back 
galns fran a POSl tlon of 3 to 4 on the CSM: panel. 
A very good deceleratlon for alrspeed callbratlon purposes was performed at 
25,000 feet fran .9 Mach to .5 Mach. Thls was under the M.A.P. control. 
The landlng approach was flONn wlth the gear dONn over a cloud back, therefore 
a very steep flnal approach path was flown. A srooth touchdONn was accanpllshed 
at 150 knots and 8~Oangle of attack an runway 15. 
\ . I 1" 
,ird-)'\'\U II lC ~~ 
l6arres M. Cooper 
FIlght Test Englneer 
HIMAT 
Vehicle Operation Report 
Flight __ H_l_-_9_-l_7 ___ _ 
December 21, 1981 
Operations 
Th~s mission was first attempted on December 17th. It was 
halted due to suspected loss of generator gearbox oil. 
The engine accessory gearbox seal was intact but the 
generator gearbox seal (generator end) was deformed. An 
interference was also found between the gearbox female 
spline and the generator drive shaft. Repairs were made 
and the flight was rescheduled. 
The Day-of-Flight procedures were completed satisfactorily. 
One hold was necessary to complete telemetry acquisition. 
A taxiway radar beacon position check was accomplished. 
The m~ssion went well from bomber takeoff to landing. 
Anomalies noted were minor while airborne. These included 
an intermittent main burner flameout light indication, 
several onboard computer generated TM dropouts and a fuel 
quant~ty reset. Afterburner lights were not consistent 
and are discussed in the propulsion system section. 
The main landing gear extended before the nose landing gear 
w~th the left gear first. Subsequent hydraulic system purg-
ing resulted in satisfactory operations. A TV and radar 
beacon dropout occurred after engine shutdown. Investigation 
revealed a flight battery voltage drop to 21.5 volts at 
sw~tch-over. No trips to backup occurred during the flight. 
The landing sl~deout was 3430 feet. 
The launch we~ght was 3450 pounds and the landing weight was 
2974 pounds. 
yrus c. ca::ell~~ 
Operations Engineer 
][-1 
Vehicle Operation Report Flight HI-9-17 
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION 
The ninth HiMAT vehicle number 1 flight occurred December 21, 1981. This report 
summarizes the fllght control system performance and pilot comments to specific 
questions related to his ability in the accomplishment of particular flight tasks. 
Relaxed Static Stability Control Systems 
ThlS was the first HiMAT flight which incorporated the relaxed static stability 
control systems. The primary control system (PCS) is an entirely new system 
deslgned specifically for the relaxed static stability portion of the HiMAT 
test program. The backup control system (BCS) was reconfigured for the RSS 
portion of the test program. 
The vehicle was ballasted to an average center-of-gravity location of approxi-
mately FRS 134.26 which would not result in an actual static instability on this 
flight. The vehicle will be ballasted to a center-of-gravity of FRS 136.9 or 
apprOXl rna te 1 y 5% C o.ft for fl i ght 10. 
Prelaunch Operation 
No anomalles were noted during prelaunch checks. All systems functioned as 
deslred. 
Primary Control System Operation 
I. The entire flight was flown in PCS, there were no transfers to BCS. System 
gain settings, at the pilot's station, for this flight were 3,3,3 for pitch, 
roll, and yaw respectively except during some of the PCS pulses. 
To continuously monitor PCS performance during the flight, transparent over-
lay, of both lateral-directional and longitudinal PCS pulses done in the iron 
bird simulation were used at the stability and control stripchart location. 
ThlS was the first HiMAT flight that this technique was psed for real time 
quantative stability and control evaluation. This method worked quite well and 
greatly augmented the real time evaluation of the new PCS. The comparison of 
the longitudinal pulses was excellent while the comparison of the lateral-
directional pulses was fair to good. 
Generally speaklng the new PCS functioned very well if not beyond expec-
tatlon. All PCS objectlves were achieved and the system is considered cleared 
for the more aft center-of-gravity configuration. 
Maneuver Autopilot (MAP) 
The maneuver autopilot was engaged and evaluated at four straight and level 
flight conditions: .7/40K, .5/25K, .9 <-> .5/25K, and .68/15K. During the 
flrst two maneuvers the maneuver autopilot captured the target conditions 
rapldly (wlthin 4 seconds after engagement) and held that condition to withln 
± 50 ft. The performance of the maneuver autopilot was excellent and without 
problem. 
Jl-1. 
Vehicle Operation Report Flight Hl.,9.,17 
The thlrd maneuver was a level deceleration. During the first part of the 
maneuver t there appears to be a limit cycle problem which damps out rapidly 
approximately 30 seconds after MAP engagement. It is not clear if this is a 
"capturercondition problem" made worse by the limited longitudinal authority 
or a problem caused by the lack of longitudinal gain scheduling (as a function 
of dynamic pressure). However, the damping occurred without intervention from 
the fllght crew. 
The fourth maneuver resulted in a limit cycle that was eliminated by in., 
creasing the primary control system galns from "3-3"3" to "4-4-4". This 
phenomenon was more clearly the result of no longitudinal gain scheduling. 
Pilot Quentionnaire 
A pilot questionnaire was prepared for specific items in the test card. The 
pilot was requested to use the Cooper.,Harper rating scale as the basis for 
his comments. 
Pi lot Comments 
I. Up and Away Fl i ght 
Comment on ability to control aircraft. 
(a) Longitudinally., FS are relatively high, trim is imperative in order 
to avoid fatigue. 
(b) Lateral.,directionally" appears to be satisfactory. 
Rate ability to control and maintain 
(a) Airspeed., heavy compensation required. 
(b) Altitude r moderate compenstion required. 
(c) Angle of attack and/or g ., difficult but satisfactory. 
(d) Bank angle r satisfactory. 
Comments relative to stick characteristics. 
(a) Longitudinal sensitivity r high but required to avold PIO. 
(b) Lateral sensitivity r satisfactory. 
(c) Stick harmony r better than before. 
(d) Compare simulation with flight., A/C is better damped. 
II. WUT to 1.59 and 89 
Comment and rate ability to achieve and maintain desired "g" ., 1.5g satis., 
factory, 89 lmpossible because A/B light unpredlctability. 
Comment on longitudinal sensitivity r must trim most forces off stick to 
preserve some sensitivity. 
Vehicle Operation Report Flight H1-9-17 
Comment and rate lateral control and ability to achieve and maintain desired 
bank angle - good, well damped - visual task only => similar to ATAR! game, 
not particularly similar to actual aircraft control. 
III. Automatic Control Pulses 
Qualitative comments and comparison with simulation of control pulses. 
(a) Longitudinal - good except for canard inputs; they are very large in A/C. 
(b) Lateral-directional - closely correlated maybe a little larger in AIC 
than SIM. 
IV. Maneuver Autopilot 
Qualitative comments and comparison with simulation of MAP. 
(a) Ability hold Mach No. - good except it wouldn't capture 0.51 IMN. 
(b) Abillty to hold altitude - excellent. 
(c) Transients on entering or exiting MAP - satisfactory. 
(d) Transients during MAP operation - none observed. 
V. Landing Approach 
General comments on landing approach - good longitudinally, fair laterally -
very sensitive to wind and gusts. 
Comment on gear transient - minimal. 
At what altitude/airspeed was transfer from ADI to TV made? - NIA due to 
avoiding clouds on approach. 
Comment and rate task prior to and following transfer to TV. 
(a) Longitudinal - extensive compensation but "durable". 
(b) Lateral-directional - severe compensation. Very PIO prone but avoidable 
if no rudder used and very small inputs. 
Comment and rate ability to flare the aircraft - Extensive compensation 
required not to over control (inherent in TV landing task). 
Comment on control stick characteristics such as sensitivity, harmony, etc. 
and compare with slmulation where applicable. - Not comparable in any 
signlficant way to SIM. Harmony appears better than before FS high 
but I think that I would over control without high FS' 
VI. General Pllot Comments 
"A very dlfficult way to obtain flight test data, from pilot workload point 
of view". 
Vehicle Operation Report Flight Hl-9-17 
PROPULSION SECTION 
Accompllshments: There were no research requirements on the propulsion 
system for thlS fllght. Durlng the captive portlon of the flight, the 
afterburner was tested at 25,000 feet during the climbout and operated 
satlsfactorily. However, during test pOlnt 20 (8 1 g 1 wind-up-turn), the 
afterburner llt eight seconds after the throttle was in the afterburner 
range. It should be noted that the afterburner sequencing has been slow 
prlmarlly as a result of the IPCS logic not being optlmlzed ln this area. 
This has been recognized by the project office and will be corrected when 
tlme lS available. It is not known if the afterburner anomoly on thlS 
fllght lS related to the IPCS 10glC or is a throttle actuator rlgglng 
problem, and lS belng lnvestigated. 
Anomolles: The anomalies noted during thlS flight were the afterburner 
llghts (see above) and an engine flameout indlcation, which was intermittent, 
when there was no flameout. The engine flameout anomoly will be corrected 
when more lnformation is available. 
Conflguratlon: The propulsion system was operatlonal in all modes from 
ldle to maximum afterburning power settings. 
Anomolies Carrled Forward: None 
Jl-5 
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Ground Facilities Report 
Flight Hl-9-17 
ATR REPORT 
ATR facilltles operatlOl1 was normal during the flight, except that 
fuel quantlty «VAN) as canputed in the real time program reset at 
about 08:45:58. Fuel quantity as ccmputed in the RPIJ facillty (FL) 
remamed operatlonal. The exact cause of the reset is lIDknown. 
Setup for the cont;rol roan displays is attached, Pages VI-2 thru VI-8. 
Paul Harney 
Test Informatlon Engmeer 
RPRV rAE REPORI' 
The RPRV Lab conilguratlOIl was verifled by pre-flight procedures with 
no ananalles reported, There were no lab discrepancies during the flight 
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I..AIJN:H DYNAMICS 
Shawn above are angle of attack time histor1es of preflight s~lation and 
actual fl1ght data on air vehicle 1, for both the stable and the neutrally 
stable conf1gurat1ons. Data for this flight provided the first opportUlllty 
to carpa.re the launch dynanucs SJlTlUlat10n two "different" (due to flight 
control and c.g. POSit1on mods) vehicles m the sane aercrlynamic flow held. 
Two observations can be made fran this side by side ccmpar1Son. First, m 
both cases, the general nature of the transient response is an initial pitch 
up, followed by a hes1tation or reverse :rrot10n, and ending ~th a steady 
progress10n toward the level flight alpha of approximately 7. The close 
correlat1on of the pred1cted and s~ted tine histories for each flight 
and particularly for the unstable configuration tends to provide increased 
conf1dence m the launch dynamics s~lation rrcdel and should reduce the 
extent of the sensitiv1ty analys1s required to qualify additional control 
system and c.g. locat10n for launch. 
The second observat10n concerns specific difference in the responses be~en 
the two control system/ballast conf1guration. For the stable conf1guration, 
the veh1cle remamed at less than negative 50 alpha for :rrore than 1 second 
after launch. Th1S resulted ill a nose low attitooe, culminating is a sta-
bll1Zed h1gh rate of descent. For the neutrally stable configuration, hCMever, 
angle of attack mcreases rap1dly inmediately following launch. This is due, 
1n part to the rnfluence of the negative alpha l:imiter which restricts neqative 
, 0 f' . 
alpha canmands to -3. This reduces the time that neutrally stable con 19urat1on 
1S below _5° to about only a quarter of that exhibited with the stable control 
system. Th1S man1fests itself in a reduced pitch dawn at launch and a much 
flatter steady state trajectory after release. 
JlII -I 
Engineering Analysis Report Flight 1J.t- 9- I 7 
Same conslderatlon was glven to removing or opening the lTITIits of the 
negat1ve alpha limlter dur1ng the launch sequence becuase lt does 
contriliute to the magn1tude of the in1t1al p1tch up. The negative 
alpha lTITI1ter also locks out both the launch mode program and the pilot 
stlck mputs unt1l alpha increases above _30 fram the initial cond1t1on at 
launch of _70 . This was not done Hl-9-l7 l:ecause of t:ime and l:ecause 
STITIulat10n sha.ved that nose down trim offsets, less than hardover, could 
depart the vehicle at th1S c.g. posit1on. Based on the post-flight 
campar1son of the data th1S decis10n appears to l:e substantiated and the 
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Correlat1on of STITIUlatlon and free fllght normal acceleratlon data for this 
launch was also excellent, and provides a gocrl cue for the pilot as to 
when emergency nose dCMIl control mputs might l:e required in order to 
prevent a coll1s1on W1th the B-52 Carrier Aircraft. The rule of thumb 
should be that, "If normal acceleration increases to 1 "Gil or greater 
during the fust five seconds of launch, forward st1ck lS reQUl.red by 
the p1lot to reduce the load factor to less than 1 "G" • 
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Engineering Analysis Report Flight /J f ~ rt-17 
Launch hlStOry data for the next fllght (a rrore aft c.g, condition) sheMS 
very Ilttle change lndlcatlon that no major dynamics observed on this fliqht 
are more llkely a function of the control system ~ification than effects 
assoclated Wlth the change in c.g. location. 
Robert G. Nosco 
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL 
Control pulse data were obtalned throughout the flight envelope at trnn 
fllght condltions. A wlndup turn was performed at a Mnch number of 0.9 
and at 25,000 feet altitude to an angle of attack of 13 degrees. 
There were no aercrlynarruc anana.lies noted on this flight. 
Nell Matheny 
]lI[ - 3 
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Appendix A · Flight Details 
Flight Hl-9-17 December 21, 1981 
NOI'E: Event tJ.mes were noted durmg the flight and are not adjusted to precise 
recorded event tirres. 
Event 
Control rocm rranned 
HlMAT eng me start 
B-52 left engine start 
Lakebed wlnds - 7.5 cross, 8.5 gust 
B-52 taxl 
Radar Calib Wlth B-52 
B-52 take-off 
Radar altJ.meter ck ok 
Begm L-25 cks 
Engme flameout mdlcatlon 
A/B cks at 25K ft 
Begm L-12 cks 
Lakebed wlllds 8.5 to 10Kts cross 
Begm L-5 cks 
Begm L-3 cks 
Begm L-2 cks 
L-60 sec call 
Launch 
Start ltEm 3-MAP cks 
Start ltem 4-.7M pulses 
Start ltEm 5-.8M pulses 
Start ltEm 6-.89M pulses 
Start ltEm 7-.9CM pulses 
Start ltEm 8-.93M pulses 
Start ltEm 9- left WUT 
At ('I. hlluter 
Start ltEm 10 
Llght turbulence 
Start ltEm ll-MAP cks 
Start ltEm 12-.5M pulses 
Start ltEm 13-.6M pulses 
Start ltem 14-.7M pulses 
Start ltem 15-.8M pulses 
Start ltEm 16-. 85M pulses 
Start ltem 17-.9QM pulses 
Start ltEm 18-.935M flutter pulses 
Start ltern 19-.939M pulses 
Start ltEm 20-8-g WUT (fuel d...lll'lP on) 
Start itEm 21-MAP decel 
Start ltEm 22-Decent to 15K 
MAP ck - pltch osclllatlons observed 
Gams to 444, osclllatlons damped 
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Hl-9-l7 December 21, 1981 (cont.) '( ", ' \ Flight '-J'/ I ~ "~I \ \. __ ... '- J L.J 
Start ~tem 24-.SM pulses 08:44:10 
Start ~tem 25-.9M pulses 08:44:46 
Start ~tem 26-.4M pulses 08:45:20 
Rl'B 08:45:35 
Lakebed wlnds - 7-12 Kts cross 08:45:50 
Gear down 08:47:47 
Touch dONIl 08:52:30 
Full stop 08:52:52 
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Appendix A · Flight Details Flight 1J1-9-/7 
I 1l11'lf\-1 fLlGllT PLfUl 
. 1 of 3 
rLIGHT riO. HI-9-17 REQUEST DATE IJ-9-81' FLI GHT ninE -.U::JI =_81 __ _ 
REV _O_RI_G_I_NAI_"_ 




3 13 13 45K 68 180 ]00 U\UNCII 
-- -~-
--------I ITI~! 
Y2 4sK 68 180 -It ~ ~ 134 40:( 70 210 DesceNT 
- __ LL~0 
~. , , ~V3 ',I, i, I' 40K 210 134 'I A P a !CCKCXJI' ! 414 T1[~~ Y4 40" 70 210 134 [,Lr Gil r c.'CYIr" rrDr. pUL.sr.5 
lis I ~ ,I I 40K 80 r 212 175 l"LIQrr CON'fHoL PUISFS '-~~: 
: I 
,Vfr 40K 85 260 19B r LJ GJ rI' CON'l'R)L PUISI::S 4 ,U 
t 
'. f" I' V, ID',r, I'TIJD I "lAL n,IGIrf CON'l'fDL PUISrS (lUI J" SGr) 40K 90 278 222 L~I'LP.AL S 1 1 




Appendix A · Flight Details Flight 1J1-q- ( 7 
HII'\J\T FLIGHT PU\N 2 of J 






fLIGlIT C<J!'.fJ:roL PUrsf.s (FULL SE'l') 
282 269 L'\'l~:fllI.L 
~I/ 15 25K 80 f 337 351 fLIGIrf co:-.rrmL PUISLS 
25K 85 360 397 fLIGlrl' CUNfl~L PU'....sr.s 
GAIrl~ 
V)7 25K 90 385 445 FLIGHT COm'ROL PULSES I/_--I--+---+--~~- _____ , __ _ 
I /18 25r; 
\I 
9:5 400 4~S I'Wl'l'I H sr InCS PUISLS 4 '3 3 13 
935 
----
VI') 25K \I 
1/20 25K 
11 
"Vn 75K I _ 
_
400 475 In,mrl' CO<'I'1m M.SCS 4 • [I) 
-- ~-n-l 




Appendix A · Flight Details Flight Is/l· 5 -/ 7 
II I1'lA-' FLl GHT PU\N 
FLI GHT NO, HI-9-J7 REQUEST D·\T[ 11-9-81 
REV ORTGINl\L 
3 or 3 
Fl I (,HT DATE ~I..::.!D-~_ 
GAUlS 
I ~I ~J:j! ~ AL T f.\.'\CI! Vc q EVENT :::> ~;I?: q: 
1/ 2SK 5] -2:..:..1=-0-+-1-4
23-+----------'-------r--·irn> 
V n ~, -It ,j,- t I I I 
.; l~K 68 350 386 DESCDlT i ...:L:.....L...3 
[" 5 15K 68 300 386 MAP CI= r J,1) 1:.: : 
1/21 -1S-K - -6-P, -3-"-0 --3~:-!.-1 L-J-Cl-rr-c.OO-l.l-lO-L-r-'U-LS-CS----------: u: I, ! 3 




,1/26 J5K 40 200 113 IL1GIIT CCNl'I~L PUlses 4 31313 
I 
I 
15K 48 240 193 Gl~~ 3 ,;)1 -------------+--+-~ I 
\' /28 LAND 3 3 '3 
---'-----t---+----+-------------1 TTl 
1---_1 ____ -+-_+--_-+-_____ ~~ ____ ---- __ I_i_ 




TESTI AIRCRAFT IN!T~AL SCHEDULE_ 






1 FLIGHT DATE 21/ Dec 81 
2 PILOT Dll.NA,/CXXlPER! 
3 CONTROL ROOM MANNING ....:>t.0:<.62"-S"'--________ _ 
4 PILOT ENTRY TIME LEO·SSG ·a..52/104: 062" 
5 TAKE OFF/LAUNCH TIME ..,0u.7 ... 2""'S/wO""8""0 .... 0____________ __ 
TAIL NO 
870 
Sunrlse - 0644 
\OI\TE 
I 11/10/81 
AFnc SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
o CHASE AIRCRAFT ____________________ _ 
o HELICOPTER 
Kl FIRE EQUIPMENT Dryden Ramp(9B-52) at 061S ~ 0730;Lakebe<i 
o AMBULANCE RWAY 23 @ oaoo .... Oa45 wlth Dryden Veru.cles. 
o CRASH EQUIPMENT ________________________ _ 
6 ESTIMATED FLIGHT DURATION 1+oa 0 FLIGHT SURGEON 
7 OPERATIONAL AREA WX4. WX4b. WX1 1 WX1B/3ak-42K~r~y6~~6R4 U RADAR TRACKING (FPS 16) AL T ___ TIME 0700 
8 PIRA 
9 ESTIMATED LANDING TIME '--~0~8~3~3 ________ _ 
10 ALTITUDE (MAX) __ ...:4 .... :J,.,K~ _____________ _ 
11 MACH NUMBER (RANGE) ___ ~0::.;.:....:9c::5'--_________ _ 
12 RADIATIQN CHECK TIME __ 05""5""0'--________ _ 
13 OTHER Stenle Al.rspace ln area boundea by Refuel1ng 
Track, ouve R2515 fran FL23Q-+270. 
14 BRIEFINGS- TECH 1500 1 Dec CRl 
CREW 150() 9 Dec CR1 
15 FliGH TTEST OBJECTIVES Pr:unary Fl1ght Control System 
Checkout, 1>./s Cal. 
16 CONTROLLER ...:MrMurt~~,;;.;ry~ ______________ EXT ~ 
17 PROJECT ENGINEER A.I;:J;I.u EXT :J:lfJ...-
18 INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEER Lawhead EXT ~ 
19 OPERATIONS ENGINEER casse1l6 EXT ~ 
20 COMP & SIM ENGINEER Harney EXT 5ll.-
DFRC 243(4 00) 
~ PLOITING BOARD MAP ____ oDATA PROCESSED ____ _ 
o ASKANIA __________________________ __ 
o PRESSURE SUIT SUPPORT _________________________ _ 
[]: WEATHER BALLOON TYPE 19 RADIOSONE 0 REFLECTOR 
MAXIMUM ALTITUDE 4 ..0;5:;,.;0;..;0-"0 ________ _ 
RELEASE TIME 0430 
---------------
o PHOTO COVERAGE 
o REFUELING TRACK -
o NORTH DATS iii OTHER RllDllR Tf/UY In F' 04; 112 ~lMlI:r 
NASA OFRC SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
Q CHASE AIRCRAFT 824 or 825 (roth peef' 1 ght~) 31:10 82' 
o PRESSURE SUIT VAN 
o BIOMED INSTRUMENTATION ____________________ _ 
ut PHOTO COVERAGE Al rtprn TmVJ es fopn 821 
at RPRV FACILITY 


























NASA AERODYNAMIC TEST RANGE SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS-
RADAR REQUIREMEf\,TS VIDEO REQUIREMENTS 
El AN/FPS 16 DSKIN IRIG 
D BEACON INTERROGATE FF1EQ 5585. CAMERA VIDEOTAPES TIME AUDIO 
BEACON DELAY 2. SOu RESPONSE FREQ ' 5660 !Xl LONG RANGE OPTICS iii Ga D 
INTERROGATION CODE/SPACING DINSTRUMENTCAMfRA D D 0 
D PLOTlING BOARD D D D 
TRACKING DArA REQUIllEMENTS 
498/ !lSll 10K/lK 
!Xl TRIPLEX lXJ ~ ~ o MAP 1 (SCALE OR TYPE) 
!Zl RADAR CAMERA D D D 
o MAP 2 (SCALE OR TYPE) !lS20 (?ep til I:IlMlll: 1!2 Chase) !Xl COCKPIT VIDEO IXI IXl ~ o MAPS FURNISHED BY ENGINEERING Cooper x-no 
D MOBILE VAN D D 0 
ALTITUDE SCALE FTIIN 4820 FPS 16 PenU- 1134 v ~ es ~ FPS 16 Pen1l2- 1138/11 
IKJ AIRBORNE 
MAP DISPOSITION 
1!9 RETENTION PERIOD FOR VIDEO TAPES End of IT 'S2 
COMMUNICATIONS 
TYPE LOCALATR ELY STATION RE rENTION OF DATA REQUIREMENTS 
~UHF [J 395.1 0 G V6(jCdj TAPES PRI ays ilS CYBER 7328 ~ CALI BRA TED TAPE FILE 
SEC [J 286.8 D G 30 days Gl FORMATTED TAPE 
D 0 D 




PRI ~ 135.825 0 G 60 days Kl SEL81100 
0 0 D TELEMETRY REQUIREMENTS -SEC 
-
C 
~ REAL TIME DISPLAYS H1MA.T setup + SAP -HF PRI 0 D 0 
SEC 0 0 0 D TLM FREQS 11441. 5 2 1452 
DAM DUSB OLSB 31480.5 4 4680 
QJ OPERATIONAL RADIOS IKl CONTROL ROOM TIME 0525 OTHER SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
o PILOT'S OFfiCE TIME Q525 1. H1MA.T oL/ 23 MAP + RWAY 23X h Q1Q!; ;LD BEE.'l Ea.:: 
o ENGEG POSITIONS TIME Q525 2. F11grt Terrrunatlon System 421 I':t!~. 
OGROUND VOICE RECORDINGS 3. NASA 15-Drvden r~ at 0530. 
DPILOT RESCUE BEACON PRI 2430 rnHl SEC 2821lMHz 
GLiDESLOPE APPROACH 



























Appendix B · Mission Rules 
Flight HI 9 17 
GO-NO-GO RULES 
No research ll1st.rurrentatl.on was requrred for launch of the vehicle. 
lX-I 
Appendix B · Mission Rules 
HiMAT MISSION RULES 
Revision F May 1, 1981 




NASA Command Chase 
Systems/Ops MCWP ENGR 
SPORT 
RAPCON (EDDIE Approach) 
NASA 23 (when required) 
Flight ___ _ 
2. HiMAT Landing/Recovery Area - Lakebed Runways 25, 23, or 15 as pre-briefed. 
3. HiMAT work area - generally North and East of Rogers Dry Lake in R-25l5 
including complexes I, IV, and lB. Specifically, the work area will be 
the Edwards refuellng track. The mission specific work areas will be 
pre-briefed. Maximum allowable range from the Triplex antenna will be 60 
nautical miles durlng free flight. 
4. St~ndard MARSA separation and radio advisories will be provided during 
captive flight. During free-flight of the HiMAT vehicle block altitude 
separation will be provided by RAPCON. 
5. Supersonic flight will be performed only in specific supersonic corridors 
and areas specifically cleared by EAFB outside those corridors. 
6. 8-52 limits will be those published in the B-52 #008 FACT Sheet and the 
Flight Manual. The captive configuration will be limited to 250 KIAS to 
37,000 feet and then 0.82 Mach to 50,000 feet per B-52 #008 FACT Sheet. 
7. A. Maximum Mach number will be 0.95 with the IIstable ll flight control 
system. 
----B. The vehicle will not intentionally be flown into the alpha inhibitor 
without previously briefing the maneuver at a technical review. 
C. The load limit on the vehicles shall be as follows: 
At 3055 lbs gross weight, 
Subsonic <450 ~ 109 
Subsonic >450 q 89 
Supersonic 49 
N may become slightly negative during launch, and for a period not 
to ~xceed 2 seconds/minute to obtain research data. 
lX-2 
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D. e wi11 be minimized, but in no case exceed _5° ~ e ~ 5°. 
E. Minimum A/S ~ 185 KIAS, except launch and engine inoperative. 
F. Engine 'imitations per HiMAT FACT Sheet. DO NOT select afterburner 
while mated below 10,000 feet altitude or above 240 KIAS. 
- 8. Systems/OPS ENGR on Master Caution and Warning Panel in Control Room 
(backup MCWP in RPRV Facility). 
A. Provides assessment of vehicle status at request of NASA 1 or NASA 21. 
B. Provides detailed pre-determined procedures (crews have abbreviated 
checkl i sts). 
9. NASA 1 has mission control throughout the flight and will be the center 
for all communications between the RPRV pilot station and the following: 
A. Control Room Systems Engineers 
B. B-52 Carrier Aircraft 




G. Safety/Photo Chase 
H. Pacer Chase except as stated in Item 10 below. 
10. The Pacer Chase pilot and NASA 21 will coordinate the data gathering , I 
portion of the HiMAT flights through direct radio communications. This 
will be pre-briefed during crew briefs. 
11. All energy management (portion of flight from abort or the initial pOint 
in landing sequence to touchdown), including TF-104G controlled landings 
will be accompllshed from the RPRV Cockpit area. The flight test engineer 
will be responsible for these calls to the respective vehicle controller. 
~ 
12. NASA 1 will have two (2) maps: 4820 and 4811. On 4820, one pen will be 
_tL~~king HiMAT and the second pen NASA Command Chase. NASA Command 
Chase X-V data will be from SPORT Vla landline. On 4811, one pen will 
be tracking HiMAT X-V position from approximately 6 to 8 NM out on final 
approach. The second pen wlll plot HiMAT Y-h using one of two scales for 
altitude - 10,000 feet and 1000 feet per inch. The HI RANGE CRT will be 
active showing the following data: 
HiMAT A/S (True = G/S + Wind) 
Altitude 
Heading 
Altitud~ Rate (fps) 
lX-3 
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13. SPORT Radar Support 
A. Primary FPS-16 Radar on HiMAT 
B. Secondary FPS-16 Radar desirable but not mandatory on NASA Command 
Chase (Data to NASA control room). 
C. At the request of NASA 1 or NASA Command Chase, provide vector info 
- NASA Command Chase to HiMAT. 
14. Cockpit info required: 
A. MILGO with MOO 4820/4811 - radar data source selectable. 
B. X-V Plot of X-h to touchdown. 
15. The stability augmentation system shall not be turned off in any axis at 
flight conditions at which the stability of the vehicle is known to be 
neutral or unstable in that axis or at flight conditions that might result 
in unplanned entry into a neutral or unstable flight condition. 
16. Launch Conditions: 
A. Location - see attached Table I. 
B. Heading - see attached Table I. 
C. Altitude - see attached Table I. 
D. MP.CH/Airspeed - see attached Table I. 
E. HiMAT Throttle - IDLE 
F. IPeS Stability Mode - HIGH 
G. Full Fuel - 660 #JP-5 
H. Ground winds < 12 KTS with crosswind component < 7 KTS. 
I. NASA Command Chase Fuel> 3500 # -
J. No pilot inputs for first three (3) seconds after launch. 
K. No lightning or thunderstorms in area. 
L. VMC from launch to landing. 
M. Pre-established GO/NO-GO criter1a must be met. (See Item #36) 
17. BINGO (RTB) Fuel - 200 lbs (15% + MINIMUM, Go-around Gear Down). A 
timeline will be established and criteria is pre-briefed. 
18. ~ 21 will take immediate action based on cockpit annunciation lites. 
Detailed failure evaluation will be provided by the Systems/OPS engineer 
per item #8 above. 
19. ABORT Lite - Immediate RTB with minimum troubleshooting from cockpit. 
No attempt will be made to return to pes if BCS reversion has occurred. 
One exception to this rule 1S that if the reversion was caused by a 
nuisance trip and can positively be identified as such, the pilot may 
select PCS and RTB ln thlS mode. In the event the pilot does not return 
to pes, DPM may be selected, if available. 
IX- 4 
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20. Englne Failure - An attempt will be made to stay in PCS if primary 
electrical system and hydraulics system stay on line. Engine-out air-
speed will be limited to 300 KIAS (DPM). PCS will be used to conserve 
battery power until the 15 NM ARC is reached s if possible. At this times 
DPM (if unavailable s BCS) will be selected and the final approach will be 
flown at a nominal 240 KIAS with a minimum of 165 KIAS. Gear will be 
deployed in the last 100 feet prior to touchdown. Nominal BCS approach 
airspeed will be 215 KlASs with gear deployment also in the last 100 feet. 
Three (3) engine starts may be attempted if flight conditions are within 
re-lite envelope. After engine starts an electrical buss re-tie may be 
attempted if cleared by NASA 1. Switch to PCS may be made s followed by 
a resumption of the misslon if the cause of the engine flameout can be 
positively identified and further problems are not expected to jeopardize 
the misslon. A normal PCS approach to landing may be accomplished. 
21. Electrical failure - In the event of a primary electrical system failure 
indicatlon resultlng in a split electrical buss, no attempt will be made 
to re-tie the electrical buss. The pilot will RTB using the BCS or if 
avai1ab1e s the DPM when the buss is split. One exception to this rule 
is that if the failure was a nuisance failure and can be positively 
identified as such, the pilot can re-tie the buss after insuring the 
generator is operating. Also if the buss split is due to the generator 
coming off line after an engine failure, the pilot may reset the generator 
and then re-tie the buss following an engine restart. If the bus is 
re-tied the pilot may select PCS, if available. With these two exceptions, 
the mission may be continued. 
22. Radar Altimeter Not Reliable - Continue approach using pressure altitude 
in PCS, DPM, or BCS s in that order. 
23. If impact is going to occur off the lakebed and if the gear is up, a 
gear up landing will be attempted. 
24. Gear Failure To Deploy - Make nominal approach to the HiMAT runway and 
expect gear deployment at any time afteF command is given. Land gear up 
at an airspeed not to exceed 8° AOA. Pilot may elect to touchdown below 
~-KIAS, but should not exceed 8° AOA. 
25. In the event of a NASA Radar data loss, SPORT Data will be used at NASA 
by NASA 1 and/or FTE. 
26. In the event of a total NASA power outages SPORT will upon requests 
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27. NASA Command Chase Emergency - HiMAT RTB ASAP from ground if able. If 
not, during NASA Command Chase RTB fly HiMAT to PIRA (vector) and select 
orbit. Allow HiMAT to orblt PIRA and continue to reacquir~ from ground 
cockpit. If re-acquisition is not possible, allow to impact after fuel 
exhaustien and/or a f11ght termination signa' issued. 
28. Switch Control to NASA Command Chase - A switch of HiMAT control from NAS~ 
21 to NASA :omlT,and Chase will be made if any of the following conditions 
exist: 
A. loss of Uplink 
B. Pre-briefed 
c. NASA 21 discretion. 
29. If NASA Command Chase has control and then loses control and NASA 21 cannot 
gain control (NASA Command Chase TX off), then all uplink TX should be 
shut down to allow H1MAT to enter loss of signal recovery mode which will 
command orbit. After orbit is entered a continued coordinated effort to 
re-acquire should be made from both NASA 21 and NASA Command Chase. At 
fuel exhaustion, HiMAT should be allowed to impact the ground or a flight 
termination signal should be issued, depending on ground position. This 
effort ~11 be coordinated by NASA 1 through FAA and AFFTC Range Safety. 
30. Go-Around - In the event of an emergency inside the 5NM point on a final 
approach or NASA 21/FTE, NASA 1, or NASA Command Chase do not like the 
situation, a go-around may be called out over UHF Mission Frequency. 
The go-around will be made to the right (left for Runway 15) to 4,000 feet 
MSL and a downwind will be established for a second approach. Approxi-
mately 110# JP-5 is required for a gear down go-around. A wide pattern 
will be flown if fuel, ground track and the flight control mode will 
allow for one. 
31. It is highly desirable for the Project Pilot to fly the PA-30 RPRV within 
flve days of a H1MAT flight. The Project Pilot will make at least two 
(2) approaches to the planned HiMAT Lakebed Runway. 
32. The following ground rules govern the use of the flight termination system: 
--A. The system will be used when there are both loss of control and the 
vehicle is departing the restricted area. 
B. The major considerations at time of use are the impact area of parts 
and the posltlon of chase aircraft relative to HiMAT. 
C. The final authority for use of the system rests with the Director of 
Flight Operations and Support. 
D. The arm and fire switches will be guarded until termination is 
ini~iated. 
lX-6 
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33. The aircraft and fllght termination battery status will be determined 
before taxi (after FTS operatlonal check) and before launch. 
Before TaXl : 
A. Aircraft Battery V01tage 
> 31 volts 
B. FTS Battery Voltage 
> 28 volts 
Before Launch: 
A. Aircraft Battery Voltage 
> 31 volts 
B. FTS Battery may be 
< 28 volts 
NOTE: Tests may require slight revision of indicated voltages. 
34. If PIRA (Runway 25) is used, ABORT at PIRA window closure minus ten (10) 
minutes if the last data item in flight plan is incomplete. 
35. A MISSION ABORT can be declared at any time at the discretion of the 
Director of Flight Operations and Support. 




- ACCEPTABLE (> - 70 dbm) - Continue mission 
- MARGINAL (-70 to -90 dbm) - Expect loss of ground control and 
auto-switch to BACKUP. Reduce radar/TM range. 
, 
- UNACCEPTABLE « -90 dbm) - Probable loss of ground control and 
auto-switch to BACKUP. Reduce radar/TM range. 
DOWNLINK 
- ACCEPTABLE (> 20 db above noise level) - Continue mission 
- MARGINAL (20 to 10 db above noise level) - Expect TM dropouts, 
loss of cockpit instruments. Reduce radar/TM range. 
- UNACCEPTABLE « 10 db above noise level) - Probable loss of TM 
data. Reduce radar/TM range. 
lX-7 
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37. GO/NO-GO list - ABORT if any of the fol10wing exist: 
A. INSTRUMENTATION-
The GO/No-GO instrumentation list will be presented and discussed 
before each flight, preferably at the Technical Briefing. 
B. MCWP - Primary panel in control room is not operational and/or does 
not ind1cate all HiMAT systems go. 
C. COCKPIT INSTRUMENTS AND FUNCTIONS - Malfunction in: 
~ Radar alt1meter 




- Angle of attack 
- ADI with ILS 
- EGT 
- RPM 
- Fuel flow 
- Fuel quantity 
- Sideslip 
- All surface positions 
- All annunciators 
- MILGO X-V plot 
- X-h plot 
D. CONTROL ROOM - if any of the following malfunction: radar data, 
communication system, or any other item which NASA 1 required for 
mission support. 
E. Unplanned switch to BACKUP during captive and PCS can not be reselected. 
F. HIGH FUEL level light (MCWP) is OFF at launch point. A capt1ve ABORT 
should occur at 200 lbs. fuel remaining onboard HiMAT. 
~-008 has an emergency prior to launch. 
H. Both UPLINKS are MARGINAL or UNACCEPTABLE 
« -70 dbm). If both UPLINKS are MARGINAL or UNACCEPTABLE, DO NOT 
LAUNCH. 
I. DOWNLINK 1S MARGINAL or UNACCEPTABLE « 20 db above noise level). If 
downl1nk is MARGINAL or UNACCEPTABLE, DO NOT LAUNCH. 
]X-8 
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J. TV is UNACCEPTABLE to Project Pilot. 
K. LAUNCH CONDITIONS - see Item 16 above. 
38. Flight plans will be prepared with a tota1 range of less than 600 
kilometers (375 nm). 
39. In the event significant flutter or structural oscillations are 
encountered, NASA 23 (Spectral Analysis Facility) will call, IITERMINATE, 
TERMINATE,II over the mission frequency. The HiMAT Pilot will take the 
following immediate action. 
- If the f1 ight condition is near one (1) IIgll 
1. THROTTLE - IDLE 
2. INCREASE LOAD FACTOR TO 2.0 TO 2.5 g's. 
(PERFORM LEVEL OR CLIMBING TURN) 
3. SPEEDBRAKES - OUT 
4. DECEL TO 0.8 MACH NUMBER ABOVE 30,000 FT. AND 300 KIAS AT OR 
BELOW 30,000 FT. 
- If the flight condition is at elevated load factors (greater than 
one "glI) 
1. THROTTLE - IDLE 
2. DECREASE LOAD FACTOR TO 0.8 TO 1.0 g's 
3. SPEEDBRAKES - OUT 
4. DECEL TO 0.8 MACH NUMBER ABOVE 30,000 FT. AND 300 KIAS AT OR 
ABOVE 30,000 FT. 
40. The Project Manager with assistance of other key personnel will decide 
~ther to ABORT the prime research mission, or continue the flight using 
the alternate flight profile if pre-briefed. 
jX-9 
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Appendix C -lnstrumentation/Flidab 
Flight HI-9-17 
All mstrumentat1.on funct1.oned norna.lly and the Flidab was created 
after a few IDlllor problems. 
The FI1.dab creat1.on notice and the mterval start am stop times are 
shown on page X-2. 
The instrumentat1.on parameter list 1.S shown on pages X-3 thru X-17. 
Paul Harney 
Test Information Engmeer 
X-I 
VEHICLE ••••••••••••••• 
FLI~·t·l.t •••••••••••• FL~" ~OuE ••••••••••• 
E~~~oRAbifE::::::::: Mi'i~tC'TI~ DATE ••••• ~'EoURe 4"~ •••••••• Ittt8a~ .. ~~:::::: +.1. :. ~-"/'. t)~­
~ ~ ~ 9'.s-. ..l1 
~;: ;'0. /G. 








V~HICLE ••••••••••••••• ~IMl flT ••••••••••••••••••• 009 B 
FLIGHT COu~ ••••••••••• ~IMI009 
FLIGHT DATE ••••••••••• 12/21/81 CRF.AT10N OATE ••••••••• ~1/l2/82 
NOTIFICAT10N DAlE ••••• 01/12/62 
PROCt~UPf NAME •••••••• HIM1F0098 
MODIFY OECK NAH~ •••••• HIM1424 
PA~TITI0NS............ 6 
?() ~ +Jzf~'1Y 
TI"E INTERVAL RECORDS 
tNT~~Vll START TYKE 
I3-H-o\Ij- :> 




INiE~VAL ~NO T1HE 
8-Z6-B-999 






































'ACE I OF COPT FLleHT INSTRU"ENTATION PARAHETER LIST 
REV' DUF' 01 01 0 
V~'4!CLE' 
"L T !lU. 
~CHt;D flf OATE. 
T~ FHQ' 
pr~ SYS/COH NO. 




U,lLH "HI SIN 
1-1. FOkH1T ~O. 1 
YECTOR bv'! 
PROJ IHSTk .NGR •• RDE~ D. LaWHEAD 
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NJTE: Changes to be sul:mittErl to HiMAT Project Engineer 
DFRF ORGANIZATIONS (~. of copies) 
OlIector of Flight Operatl.ons (1) 
Chief Engmeer (1) 
Safety Offl.ce (1) 
Alrcraft Operatl.ons Ol.Vl.Sl.on (1) 
Fll.ght Support Ol.vl.sion (1) 
Facil1.hes Engineermg Branch (1) 
Faclllhes Management Branch (1) 
Dynamlcs and Control Branch (1) 
Aeronautics Branch (1) 
Aeronautl.cal ProJect Office (2) 
PubllC Affal.rs Offlce (1) 
USAF Systems Command Lialson Office (1) 
USN Llaison Off l.ee (4 ) 
Fockwell 1nternahonal (4) 
Research Lilirary (1) 
OFRF PERSONNEL (No. of copies) 
Robert Kempel (8 ) 
COn Berry (1) 
Nell Matheny (1) 
Mlke Kehoe (1) 
Ron Knlght (1) 
D1Ck rvt:>naghan (1) 
Larry rvt:>ntoya (1) 
Frl Frlend (1) 
Terry Larson (1) 
David Lux (1) 
J. Baer-Rledhart (1) 
Jack Nugent (1) 
COn Yount (1) 
Connl.e Harney (1) 
Martha Evans (1) 
Paul Harney (1) 
Larry Sch1.11ing (1) 
Rlchard EldrOOge (l) 
Cy Cassells (1) 
Arden Lawhead (1) 
JIm Cooper (1) 
Wllllam Dana (1) 
Steve 1shnael (1) 
Paul Room (1) 










































National Aeronautics arrl 
Space Adrnlnistratlon 
Attn: RJ-2/W. S. Alken, Jr. 
washlngton, D. C. 20546 
Natlonal Aeronautics arrl 
Space Admlnlstration 
Attn: RJH-2/J. Levine 
wash1.I1gton, D. C. 20546 
Natlonal Aeronautlcs arrl 
Space Admlnlstratlon 
Attn: R/Dr. Jack Kerrebrock 
Washington, D. C. 20546 
Natlonal Aeronautlcs arrl 
Space Adnurustratlon 
Attn: T/R. E. Smylle 
washlngton, D. C. 20546 
NASAjLewls Research Center 
Attn: 86-1/Robert E. Coltrln 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, Ohlo 44135 
NASA,/LewlS Research Center 
Attn: 501-3/MaJ Al Wllloughby 
21000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, Ohlo 44135 
NASA/Langley Research Center 
Attn: 221/N. Vreta]us 
Hampton, VA 23665 
NASA/Lang ley Research Center 
Attn: 116/Bob Bower 
Harrpton, VA 23665 
NASA/Langley Research Center 
Attn: 280/Bill Herrlerson 
Hampton, VA 23665 
NASA/Langley Research Center 
Attn: 355/Blll Gllbert 
Hampton, VA 23665 
XJI-2 
Flight 
NASA/Ames Research Center 
Attn: 200-3/I'an Snyder 
Drrector of Aeronautlcs and 
Flight Systans 
Moffett Field, CA 94025 (4 copies) 
NASA/Ames Research Center 
Attn: 206-3/Carl 'fusch 
Moffett Field, CA 94025 
NatlOnal Aeronautics arrl 
Space Administratlon 
Attn: Rr-6/Dr. Ray Colladay 
Washington, D. C. 20546 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administratlon 
Attn: RM-3/Willlam P. Peterson 




Attn: Mr. Dave Selegan 
wtlght-Patterson AFB, OH 45433 (11 coples) 
General Electric 
Attn: C. MJrgan 
Bldg. l864/GE 
Frlwards. CA 93523 
ASD/TAFX 
Attn: Capt Stewart Stoddart 
wrlght-Patterson AFB, OH 45433 
AF'F"OC/CA 
Stop 14 
Edwards AFB, CA 93523 
AF'F"OC 
6510 Test Wmg/I'EEEP 
Attn: R1Chard W:xx3./ Stop 239 
Frlwards AFB, CA 93523 
XI[-3 
Flight ___ _ 
























J'ul 11 '79 
JIll 20 '79 
Jul 27 '79 
Dec 20 '79 
Dec 21 '79 
Jan 15 '80 
Ma.y 30 '80 
J'un 24 '80 
J'un 25 '80 
JIll 8 '80 
Sep 30 '80 
Oct 10 '80 
Oct 28 '80 
Nov 26 '80 
Dec 3 '80 
Dec 18 '80 
Jun 25 '81 
Jul 21 '81 
JIll 24 '81 
JIll 30 '81 
Sep 18 '81 
Oct 20 '81 
Dec 22 '81 
HiMAT FLIGEfl' OPERATIGl SUl+1ARY 
Planned captive, aborted after several problems 
Planned captive, all objectives met 
First flight A/Vl, all objectives met, problan with 'IM receiver 
A1x>rt attarpt for flight lU-2-4 due to flutter acceleraneter 
First data flight, cleared A/V to 0.9 Mach, 40K ft. 
Cleared vehicle to 0.85 Mach, 25K ft., accxIrplished 4-g tum 
Planned captive, systans check, Runway 15 evaluated 
Planned captive, gear box arrl fuel quantity checked 
Cleared A/V to 0.925 Mach, 25K ft., emergency eD!J. start in flt. 
Deccrler failed 5 min. into flt., Rl'B, gear up l.a:OOinJ 
Planned captive, main gear did oot deploy in check 
Planned captive, all objectives met 
Attained appraK. 7-g sustained, lateral-directional stab. problan 
A1x>rt attarpt for Flt. fO.-7-14 due to a battery failure in FrS 
Gather stab. & cont. data to solve lat./direct. prablan 
Gather stab. & cont. data, evaluate ARI & lat. acce1- feedback sys. 
First captive of A/V 2 (veh. checkout) ,gear,A/B,arrl win;J mat. prblms 
Planned captive, all object. met. Set up for rapid turnarourr:l 
First flight A/V 2, all object. met (veh. checkout & airspeed cal.) 
Airspeed cal. flt., aborted due to eng. prbl.m. First flt. for Isbnael 
Airspeed cal. flt., major objects. met. Left rear skid ext:errled mid-fIt. 
Gather stab. and cont. arrl airspeed data. Pr:imary objectives met 
Flt verif. of RSS contrl sys with neutrlly stable veh. All objctvs met. 
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